Thermal Conduction in a Tangled Magnetic Field
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The suppression of thermal conduction by a static stochastic magnetic field is calculated for different ratios of the field scale length to the collisional mean free path. The effects of magnetic trapping are determined through a two-scale analysis and Monte Carlo particle simulations. In galaxy-cluster cooling flows, thermal conductivity is reduced from the Spitzer value by a factor of order $10^2$ to $10^3$.
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In many astrophysical plasmas, the electron mean free path $\lambda$ is vastly larger than the length scale at which the resistive destruction of magnetic field is significant. It is thus possible in some of these plasmas to develop tangled magnetic fields concentrated on a scale $l_B$ comparable to or shorter than $\lambda$. Settings in which this can occur include the intracluster medium in clusters of galaxies [1–3] and transient stages of various astrophysical dynamos [4,5]. In this Letter we calculate the reduction of the thermal conductivity $\kappa$ by a tangled magnetic field and apply our theory to galaxy-cluster cooling flows [1,6,7]. We consider plasmas with $l_B < \lambda$ as well as $l_B > \lambda$. We assume that these plasmas evolve on time scales long compared to the collision time and that the electron distribution is almost Maxwellian. These assumptions are reasonable for cooling flows given the uncertainties regarding intracluster turbulence. For simplicity, we assume that the magnetic field is static. We focus on the interplay between the spatial divergence of neighboring field lines [8–10] and the trapping of electrons between magnetic mirrors [11,12].

For typical intracluster parameters $\kappa$ is reduced from the Spitzer value by a factor of order $10^2$ to $10^3$, a reduction that is substantially larger than in the case of no trapping [8,13–16].

When the gyroradius of thermal electrons $\rho_e$ is much smaller than $l_B$ and $\lambda$, the magnetic field controls the motions of individual electrons. Electrons move predominantly along field lines, and regions of relatively strong field act as magnetic mirrors, reflecting electrons that approach from regions of weaker field. The conditions $\rho_e \ll l_B$ and $\rho_e \ll \lambda$ are satisfied by many astrophysical plasmas, including plasmas in which the magnetic field is too weak to be hydrodynamically important. In a static field in the absence of collisions, an electron’s kinetic energy $E = m_e v^2/2$ and magnetic moment $\mu = E(1 - \xi^2)/B(x)$ are both conserved. Here, $\xi$ is the electron’s pitch angle $v_{\parallel}/v$, where $v_{\parallel}$ is the component of the electron’s velocity $v$ in the direction of the magnetic field. A particle that starts at position $x_0$ with pitch angle $\xi_0$ is thus reflected when it reaches a position $x$, where $B(x)/B(x_0) = 1/(1 - \xi^2)$. Equivalently, a particle with given $E$ and $\mu$ can never enter a region in which $B(x) > E/\mu$. Importantly, magnetic mirroring does not depend on the absolute strength of the magnetic field, but only on the ratio of field strengths in different regions. The field strength plays the role of a potential energy, and particles can be trapped in magnetic wells. Trapping restricts an electron’s range of motion and thus inhibits thermal conduction.

In a tangled magnetic field, the net displacement $\Delta r$ of an electron that has moved a distance $l$ along a field line is given by $\Delta r \sim (D_B l)^{1/2}$, where the length $D_B$ is called the “magnetic diffusion coefficient” [9]. In this paper we treat the field as having a single scale $l_B$ so that each stationary field line is a random-walk path of step length $l_B$, giving $D_B \sim l_B$. A single magnetic scale length may be appropriate for cooling flows, since collisionless damping [5,17] in the intracluster medium may limit the range of scales present in the magnetic field. If an electron’s motion along a field line is diffusive with one-dimensional diffusion coefficient $D_B$, then $\Delta r \sim (D_B l)^{1/2}$. If the electron stays on the same field line, then $\Delta r \sim l^{1/4}$, and there is no spatial diffusion of electrons [9]. However, as was shown by Rechester and Rosenbluth [8], small motions perpendicular to field lines can restore the diffusive behavior of electrons because of the exponential divergence of neighboring field lines. In a tangled field, the separation $d$ between two closely neighboring magnetic field lines increases on average with distance $l$ along either field line according to the equation

$$d(l) \sim d(0)e^{l/L_K},$$

where $L_K$ is the Kolmogorov-Lyapunov length [9]. In general, $L_K$ depends on the spectrum of the magnetic field [18,19]. However, since we take the field to have only one scale $l_B$, $L_K \sim l_B$ [10].

Let us consider a particle at point $P$ in Fig. 1 moving towards point $Q$ initially along the curved solid line, which represents a magnetic field line. Each time the electron moves a distance $l_B$ along the field it drifts a distance $\sim \rho_e$ perpendicular to the magnetic field due to field-strength gradients and field-line curvature. For the moment, however, let us assume that it drifts just once a distance $\rho_e$ from its initial field line onto a neighboring field line. Once it starts following this new field line it
diverges from its initial field line according to Eq. (1). The electron’s perpendicular distance from its initial field line will be \(-l_B\) after it has moved “the Rechester-Rosenbluth length” \(L_{RR}\), where

\[ L_{RR} \sim l_B \ln(l_B/\rho_s). \]  

Because the electron drifts continuously, \(L_{RR}\) is a slight overestimate of the distance a particle must travel to reach a perpendicular distance \(l_B\) from its initial field line. For simplicity we will ignore this small error. After the electron has moved a distance \(L_{RR}\) along the dashed line in Fig. 1 from point \(P\) to point \(R\), its subsequent motion is not correlated with its initial field line.

In Fig. 2 we plot an idealized representation of the field strength \(B\) as a function of distance \(l\) along an electron’s trajectory between points \(P\) and \(R\). If an electron is trapped in the magnetic well between points \(P\) and \(Q\), which are assumed to be separated by a distance less than \(L_{RR}\), then the electron stays close to its initial field line and remains trapped between points \(P\) and \(Q\). It is freed only when collisions make \(E/\mu\) greater than the field strength at \(P\) or \(Q\). Perpendicular drifts free the electron only after an extremely long time: in intracluster plasma the time required is far longer than the age of the Universe. On the other hand, if an electron leaving point \(P\) passes by point \(Q\) and is reflected at point \(R\), then it will not return to point \(P\). Instead of retracing its path, it will drift across field lines and move along the dashed line from point \(R\) to point \(S\) in Fig. 1. After traveling a distance \(L_{RR}\) from point \(R\) towards point \(S\), the electron’s motion will become uncorrelated from its path between points \(P\) and \(R\).

We take the thermal conductivity to be approximately equal to the spatial diffusivity of thermal electrons; a more complete theory in which we average over the thermal distribution will be presented in a separate paper. Let us write

\[ \kappa = \frac{\Delta^2}{\delta t}, \]  

where \(\Delta^2\) is the mean-square three-dimensional displacement of a thermal electron during each statistically independent random step, and \(\delta t\) is the duration of each step. Electrons trapped between points \(P\) and \(Q\) in Fig. 1 take random steps of length \(l_B\) along the random magnetic field, but the particles retrace their steps and do not diffuse in space. In order for successive steps to be independent, a single step must be considered as a displacement of at least \(L_{RR}\) along a field line. For purposes of numerical estimates, we take the fundamental random step to be \(2L_{RR}\). The corresponding \(\Delta^2\) is given by

\[ \Delta^2 = \left(\frac{2L_{RR}}{l_B}\right)^2 = 2L_{RR}l_B \]

since moving a distance \(2L_{RR}\) along a random field line consists of taking \(2L_{RR}/l_B\) random steps of length \(l_B\). The value of \(\delta t\) depends upon the ratio \(l_B/\lambda\), where \(\lambda\) is the collisional mean free path. We now turn to an estimate of \(\delta t\) for three different parameter regimes.

We first consider the collisionless limit \((\lambda/L_{RR}) \to \infty\). Let \(L_{trap}\) be the distance an electron travels between mirror reflections. As discussed above, electrons with \(L_{trap} < L_{RR}\) do not contribute to diffusion in the absence of collisions. On the other hand, electrons with \(L_{trap} \gg L_{RR}\) stream freely along the magnetic field, traveling a distance \(2L_{RR}\) in a time of roughly \(2L_{RR}/v_T\), where \(v_T\) is the electron thermal speed. One can thus estimate the thermal conductivity from Eq. (3) as

\[ \kappa = f_{\text{passing}}v_Tl_B, \]  

where \(f_{\text{passing}}\) is the fraction of particles with \(L_{trap} > 2L_{RR}\). We will present a more accurate estimate in more detail in a separate paper, along with calculations of \(f_{\text{passing}}\) as a function of \(L_{RR}/l_B\) for different probability distributions of the random magnetic field. Equation (5) may be relevant to the spatial diffusion of cosmic rays that are only weakly scattered by small-scale magnetic turbulence.

In the semicollisional limit \(l_B \ll \lambda \ll 2L_{RR}\), which is more relevant to cooling flows, the time \(\delta t\) required for
an electron to travel a distance $2L_{RR}$ along the field is given by the relation $(2L_{RR})^2 = 2D_l \delta t$. We treat parallel diffusion with the kinetic equation

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} + \xi v_T \frac{\partial f}{\partial l} - \frac{(1 - \xi^2)v_T}{2} \frac{d \ln B}{dl} \frac{\partial f}{\partial \xi} = \frac{\nu}{2} \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \left[ (1 - \xi^2) \frac{\partial f}{\partial \xi} \right],$$

(6)

where $l$ is distance along a field line and $\nu$ is the collision frequency [11,20]. Here we have assumed that collisions change only an electron’s pitch angle $\xi$ and that all the electrons move at the thermal speed. An ambipolar electric potential [not included in Eq. (6)] is set up to maintain charge neutrality and prevent the appearance of overwhelming currents. When $l_B \ll f/|\partial f/\partial l|$, this potential has a moderate effect on the heat flux but is too weak to significantly influence single-particle motion or the approximate value of $\kappa$ given by Eq. (3). We will present calculations including the parallel electric field elsewhere.

For constant $B$, $D_l = v_T \lambda/3$, where $\lambda = v_T/\nu$. For non-constant $B$, we write $D_l = \theta v_T \lambda/3$, where $\theta$ is the fractional reduction of the parallel diffusivity due to magnetic trapping. Equation (3) can thus be rewritten

$$\kappa = \nu_T \lambda \theta \frac{l_B}{3L_{RR}}.$$  

(7)

This is the collisional formula of Rechester and Rosenbluth [8] modified by the mirror-trapping factor $\theta$.

In the magnetized collisional limit $\rho_e \ll \lambda \ll l_B < L_{RR}$ there are no trapped particles, and Eq. (7) with $\theta = 1$ applies. For completeness, we note that in the nonmagnetized collisional limit $\lambda < \rho_e$ electrons do not follow field lines, and $\kappa$ is not given by Eq. (7) but instead approaches the Spitzer value.

As a first step towards determining $\theta$ in Eq. (7), we consider the idealized case in which $B(l) = B_0[1 + \alpha \sin(l/l_B)]$ for $\alpha \in (0, 1)$. We solve Eq. (6) with an asymptotic expansion in $\epsilon = l_B/\lambda$ and a two-scale approximation in which $f = f(l, R)$, where $R = 1/\epsilon^2$. The distribution function to lowest order in $\epsilon$, denoted $f_0$, satisfies $\partial f_0/\partial \epsilon = 0$ and $\partial f_0/\partial l = 0$. Parallel flux is driven by $\partial f_0/\partial R$. To lowest order in $\epsilon$,

$$\theta = \frac{3}{4(1/g)} \int_0^{1/(1+\alpha)} dw \int_w^{1/(1+\alpha)} dz \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - wg/g}},$$

(8)

where $g \equiv B(l)/B_0$ and the angled brackets denote an average over $l$. Equation (8) is plotted in Fig. 3. A different result for the reduction of $D_l$ for infinitesimal $\alpha$ has been obtained through a different method by Klepach and Pitskin [11].

Also shown in Fig. 3 are results from Monte Carlo particle simulations of Eq. (6) for the same periodic magnetic field strength. We treat the Lorentz collision operator with the method of Shanny et al. [21]. Each simulation follows $10^6$ particles of identical kinetic energy for 20 collision times, and $\lambda$ is chosen to be $2\pi \times 10^3 l_B$.

For $B(l) = B_0[1 + \alpha \sin(l/l_B)]$, electrons with $E/\mu < 1 + \alpha$ are trapped in magnetic wells until freed by collisions. These electrons bounce between reflection points on a time scale much shorter than the collision time and to lowest order in $\epsilon$ contribute nothing to diffusion along the field. Electrons with $E/\mu > 1 + \alpha$ do contribute to diffusion, and there is a boundary layer at $E/\mu = 1/(1 + \alpha)$. The distribution function $f(l, \mu)$ is continuous across this boundary layer, but the derivative $\partial f/\partial \mu$ undergoes a finite jump. We will describe the boundary-layer structure in detail elsewhere.

When $\alpha = 1 - \delta$ with $\delta \ll 1$, Eq. (8) yields $\theta = 3\delta/16$ to lowest order in $\delta$. The large reduction in $D_l$ when $\alpha \to 1$ reflects the important role of regions of small magnetic field. At any given point, only particles with $\xi > \sqrt{1 - B(l)/B_{max}}$ are able to pass over the regions of maximum field strength $B_{max}$ without reflection. In regions of small $B$, the width in $\xi$ space of this “passing layer” is small, and collisions more easily scatter particles out of the passing layer. As a result, an electron that is not initially trapped needs to travel only a fraction of its mean free path $\lambda$ before collisions scatter it onto a trapped trajectory in the $l-\xi$ plane. Even if the electron quickly scatters back onto a passing trajectory, its direction of motion along the field is randomized if it stays in the well for at least one bounce time. Thus, not only does the magnetic well prevent trapped particles from participating in diffusion, but it reduces the parallel diffusivity of passing particles as well.

When the magnetic field is random, an analytic treatment is difficult because for some electrons $L_{trap} < \lambda$ while for others $L_{trap} > \lambda$. We treat parallel diffusion in a random field with the use of Monte Carlo particle.
In conclusion, let us consider a numerical example relevant to intracluster plasma. In a $10^8$ K plasma, electrons have gyroradii of $2.2 \times 10^8$ cm. Taking $l_B = 4.0$ kpc, we find from Eq. (2) that $L_{RR} = 32l_B$. For $\lambda = 20$ kpc and $\langle B^2 \rangle /\langle |B| \rangle^2 = 1.21$, the Monte Carlo particle simulations of Fig. 4 yield $\theta = 0.33$. Equation (7) then implies that $\kappa = \nu_\parallel \lambda /280$. For a nonmagnetized plasma, Eq. (3) yields the approximate Spitzer thermal conductivity $\kappa_S = \nu_\parallel \lambda$. For characteristic intracluster parameters, $\kappa$ is thus on the order of 1/300 of the Spitzer value. If $l_B/\lambda$ remains constant as $\lambda$ decreases towards a cluster’s center, then a similar reduction of $\kappa$ occurs within the cluster’s core, consistent with the neglect of thermal conduction in homogeneous cooling-flow models of intracluster plasma [1,6,7].
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